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This is the second in a series of manuals designed for teachers to use in conjunction with The ACBL Bridge Series textbooks. These materials were written in 1986 by Audrey Grant. In 2006, the ACBL enlisted Betty Starzec, a Senior TAP Teacher-Trainer, to update the series to more accurately convey the latest duplicate bridge ideas and philosophy. This update complements the Learn to Play Bridge computer programs written for the ACBL by bridge champion Fred Gitelman which were used as the basis for this update.

There are five textbooks and teacher manuals with coordinating E-Z Deal decks of cards:

Volume One —
Bidding in the 21st Century – The Club Series

Volume Two —
Play of the Hand in the 21st Century – The Diamond Series

Volume Three —
Defense in the 21st Century – The Heart Series

Volume Four —
Commonly Used Conventions in the 21st Century –
The Spade Series

Volume Five —
More Commonly Used Conventions in the 21st Century –
The Notrump Series

These materials can be purchased from Baron Barclay Bridge Supply 1–800–274–2221.
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